
THE 11 BIGGEST MISTAKES LAW FIRMS
MAKE IN MANAGING RECEIVABLES 

– And How to Avoid Them
Among the tasks that

lawyers are asked to take

time out from practicing

law for, is there anything

they want to deal with

less than managing

accounts receivable?

Many lawyers find it dis-

tasteful enough to spend

time sending bills. Facing

unpaid bills—and trying

to get them paid—is

worse.

Yet, it need be neither

painful nor unpleasant. By

understanding—and 

overcoming—some basic

mistakes, lawyers can

become far more effective

in managing their 

receivables. And greater

effectiveness translates

into both less stress and

more money coming

across the threshold.

Mistake #1: Attorneys 
collect their bills timely 
and efficiently.

Actually, attorneys are concerned
about servicing their clients and not
about when they are going to get paid.
They have been trained to be lawyers
and provide quality legal work.They
only have so many hours in the day and
they spend it practicing law. Although
managing accounts receivable should be
a part of their practice management,
they are not held accountable for not
collecting them – and are given too
much autonomy in dealing with them.

Mistake #2: Clients under-
stand payment obligations.

Actually, communication problems
typically begin at the start of new
work. Lawyers frequently do not take
the time to review payment obligations
with clients before beginning work or
confirm details of the work in an
engagement letter, setting the stage for
differing expectations from the start.
Because intake procedures are poor, it
ends up being the clients rather than the
lawyers who dictate when – and, some-
times, if – they will pay.

Mistake #3: Collection prob-
lems begin when receivables
become 120 days past due.

If bills have not been paid within 30
days, you’ve gotten the first sign that
you may have a collection problem –
and, if it is not resolved, they could well
go to 120 days or more. Clients reason
that if the firm has waited several
months to try to collect unpaid bills,
they can wait to pay them.They
assume, with some reason, that they
are in a better position to negotiate a
discount.The longer a law firm waits to
collect unpaid bills, savvy clients realize,

the more likely the bills will end up
being discounted or written off altogether.

Mistake #4: As a rule, past-
due receivables are caused
by clients who do not want
to pay their bills.

Actually, 90% of clients are perfectly
willing to pay their bills, although some
will take advantage of lawyers who
neglect or forget to remind them to
pay their bills.The truth is that though
lawyers may be uncomfortable with
the concept of receivables manage-
ment – either by themselves or by 
others – clients do understand and
accept the notion and are not offended
by tactful inquiries about unpaid bills.

Mistake #5: When a bill is
not paid, it is because the
client has made a conscious
decision not to pay it.

You might be surprised to discover
how many bills go unpaid by clients 
for simple, logistical reasons, such as
invoices lost in the mail. In the case of
institutional clients, there may be no
contact person listed or the individual
responsible for approving the bill has
left the company.There may be insuffi-
cient explanation of the services ren-
dered, and the client needs clarification,
or bills are sent without cover letters
explaining payment terms. For non-
institutional clients, there may simply be
cashflow problems. Don’t assume that
if an invoice is unpaid, the client is
unwilling to pay it. Direct communica-
tion with the client will eliminate these
easily dealt with obstacles, so you can
address those instances where there
really is an issue preventing the bill’s
payment.

Following are 11 common mistakes – and the reality behind them:






